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advanced system of cultivation than the peoples of the
neighbouring islands even before white men first disonered
them On the other islands the natives were not nearl> so
suitable as workers on the plantations and many Ja\anese
have migrated to undertake this work The Outer Provinces
grow a much smaller range of plantation crops than is grown
in Java In this order rubber palm oil coco nuts tea
tobacco and coffee are the six mam products to these might
be added sisal which was of increasing importance up to
the outbreak of war in the Pacific
Sumatra is by far the most prominent plantation region
outside Java The main centre is the east coast which fases
the Straits of Malacca the avenue along which trade between
the Orient and Europe passes This particular area has
fertile volcanic soil in contrast to most of the remainder of
the island Tobacco rubber palm oil and sisal are the main
crops On the west coast a diversity of crops including tea
and coffee are grown In Borneo and Dutch New Guinea
the lack of volcanic soils will probably limit the staples to
rubber and copra The smaller mountainous and often
sera and islands of the south east are also much less suitable
f^t settlement than Java or Sumatra The island of Banda
is still the outstanding producer of nutmeg and mace in the
Archipelago and Ambon and Ceram have still an important
export of cloves Throughout the Dutch East Indies the
areas of cultivation are to a large extent determined by the
rainfall which is m turn decided by the height and direction
of the mountain ranges Even in this region of tropical
climate therefore there are extensive patches lying in ram
shadow and forming areas of poor grassland In Java itself
the variation in rainfall from year to year is a problem lor
the cultivator In some years the rainy penod is much
than in others

